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President’s Message

Jay Cullinan
2017 VFCA President		
Spotsylvania Fire, Rescue &
Emergency Management

I want to thank everyone for their well wishes as I

implement new techniques and technologies that

take on the role of President of the Virginia Fire Chiefs

will add to the protection of our next generation of

Association. The number of people reaching out

firefighters; those who have yet to be exposed to

to me to offer their help and willingness to serve is

the carcinogens that result in this dreaded disease.

amazing, and the opportunity to work alongside so

We need to continue to educate our legislature on

many fire service leaders that I have respected and

the cancer risk that exists, the increased potential

admired for years is very humbling. I do not take

for firefighters to develop it over that of the general

the responsibility of this role lightly, realizing I was

population, and the fact that the few types of cancers

placed in this position for a reason, and that reason

named as being presumptively caused by the job is

is to serve Virginia's fire service the same way you all

too limited. Additionally, if a cancer diagnosis is

serve your communities. By adhering to the focus

presumed to be caused by the job, it should be just

of the Association of serving through leadership,

that, presumed, and the burden should be on the

education, advocacy, and development, we will make

locality to prove otherwise, not on the firefighter to

a difference in the future of Virginia's fire service.

prove that it is related to the job.

While our Conference Committee and Professional
Development Committee do an outstanding job with
the Fire-Rescue Conference, our Association is about
so much more than the conference.

Thank you again, and I look forward to working with
many of you in the coming year to make a positive
difference for the future of the fire service in Virginia.

Over the next year we will continue to seek to expand
upon the many successes seen through the various
educational opportunities provided by the VFCA.
The Virginia Fire Officer Academy and the Virginia
Chief Officer Academy continue to grow and impact
current and future leaders across the Commonwealth.
Additionally, we will pursue the development of
a mentoring program to capture the vast amount
of knowledge and wisdom of our more senior and
retired fire service leaders, and work to pass it along
to tomorrows up and coming leaders.
Finally, we will work with other public safety
organizations to combat an enemy that has been
threatening all of us in the fire service, whether career
or volunteer, metropolitan or rural department, male
or female. The issue of cancer in the fire service is
not selective, and has impacted all of us, either in our
own diagnosis or through a friend or loved one. We
must seek to reduce the risk of cancer to tomorrow's
firefighters, and adequately care for those who have
already been exposed or have developed the disease.
We need to join together to find opportunities to
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CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
Chris Naum, a 42-year veteran of the fire service and a national
instructor, author, and lecturer, spoke about Line of Duty Deaths
(LODD) and the lessons learned. His program, “Buildings on Fire:
Lessons from the Fireground 2016”, reviewed select case studies and
identified the contributing factors to the LODD. Chris then highlighted
the after action recommendations from NIOSH and the actions that
firefighters and fire departments must take to reduce the risks during
firefighting operations. Chris covered the difficult LODD topic
with tact and reverence. His expertise and insight provided a recognition
and understanding of difficult issues and the importance of learning
from our history.
Understanding Cancer in Virginia’s Fire Service was hosted by the
Company Officers’ Section of the VFCA. This was a panel discussion
featuring David Creasy, Brieanne Nix, Joe Schumacher, Nick Baskerville,
and Robert Moreau. Each speaker had a different role and perspective
on cancer in the fire service. The speakers touched on education and
prevention; some spoke to research, and some shared their personal
experience with cancer and coping with the diagnosis. The panelists
provided comprehensive discussion and numerous resources making
great strides in raising awareness and education of cancer in the fire
service.

CONFERENCE
OVERVIEW
By Lorna Trent
The leadership of the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association (VFCA) has once again brought
together a successful Fire Rescue Conference. The conference took place over five days at
the Virginia Beach Convention Center. This year’s conference was the largest yet with over
65 classes, more than 135 exhibitors, and over 70 apparatus on display.

The conference wrapped up with Art Jackson’s presentation “Lions,
Tigers, and Bears…Oh My! Manifesting Greatness in a Diverse
Environment”. As always, Art was an engaging and entertaining
speaker. Diversity is often seen as a difficult topic wrought with pitfalls.
Art used his parable Lions and Tigers and Bears to show how the
topic of diversity does not need to cause stress and fear. Art’s method
questioned the preconceived notions and showed how to utilize a
diverse environment to create a higher quality organization.
The Virginia Fire Chiefs Association is proud to be able to provide
quality education and training through programs like the Fire and
Rescue Conference. Thanks to all those involved in organizing the
conference and to the amazing educators that shared their knowledge
and skills with the attendees. Save the date for next year’s Conference:
February 21-25, 2018.

This year, the conference expanded in several areas to be more encompassing of our
volunteer brethren. The “Volunteer Summit” track was created and it highlighted classes
tailored to the Volunteer Fire Service. These classes were offered on Friday so that the
attendees could still create their own schedule from the variety of classes offered on
Saturday. In addition, the Irons Academy, a Hands On Training (H.O.T.) Class, was added to
the schedule for Sunday. Historically, H.O.T classes have been offered on the Thursday or
Friday, forcing the attendee to choose between an all day H.O.T class or several classroom
sessions. The Sunday class was added so that the attendees that could attend all five days
could benefit from both the classroom sessions and the H.O.T. classes.
The Fire Rescue Conference always draws impressive speakers and this year was no
different. Instructors from throughout the country arrived and delivered remarkable
lectures on an expansive number of topics.
6

Immediate Past President Chief Pat Dent being presented with his “ax”
by newly installed VFCA President Jay Cullinan.
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All “Highlights” Photos: Rich and Lorna Trent

FUREY HONORED WITH
2016 PRESIDENT’S AWARD
BY PAT DENT
During the Awards and Recognition Ceremony at the 2017 Virginia Fire Chiefs
Association Fire Rescue Conference, outgoing President Pat Dent had the honor
of selecting and presenting Williamsburg Administrative Assistant and Past
President of the VFCA Administrative Professionals section Nichole Furey the
annual W.C. “Bill” Smith President’s Award. The award is named after Bill Smith,
a retired Operations Chief from the Hampton Division of Fire & Rescue and Past
Executive Director of the VFCA.
The President’s Award is used to recognize an individual for outstanding
contributions and/or who has assisted the President in the execution of his/her
duties. No matter who is currently serving as VFCA President, during your tenure
you still have a department to manage and without a strong senior executive
team you will be severely limited in your capabilities to serve. Nichole is a
valuable member of the Williamsburg Fire Department’s senior executive team
and her willingness to assume responsibilities well beyond the norm allowed
President Dent the flexibility to put forth the required time commitment to serve
the VFCA. Nichole was keenly aware of the President’s responsibilities and as a

President Pat Dent had the honor of selecting and presenting Williamsburg
Administrative Assistant and Past President of the VFCA Administrative
Professionals section Nichole Furey the annual W.C. “Bill” Smith President’s
Award. Shown L to R is Chief Pat Dent, Nichole and Chief Jay Cullinan.

result, willingly assumed a wide variety of duties to support the role.
As a Past President of the VFCA Administrative Professionals section, Nichole
is passionate about engaging members, training and increasing membership
for the section and supporting VFCA initiatives. Nichole was instrumental in
the planning and execution of three VFCA retreats, organizing and conducting
fund raising efforts for two VFCA golf tournaments in Williamsburg and assisting

VIRGINIA EFO GRADUATES
HONORED AT CONFERENCE

with other VFCA educational and fund raising efforts. Nichole also utilizes her
creative and artistic abilities to develop various flyers and booklets for VFCA

Eight Virginia Fire Officer’s were honored during the 2017 Virginia Fire Rescue

events. Specifically, her design of the 2017 VFCA Legislative booklet was a valued

Conference for completing their Executive Fire Officer Program (EFOP) during

addition to the VFCA legislative day at the General Assembly.

2016.

Nichole served the Williamsburg Fire Department for six years as a Firefighter/

Each graduate present was invited to the podium where they were presented

EMT prior to being selected as the department’s Administrative Assistant in 2011.

with an American flag that had been flown over the U. S. Capitol in their honor.

Prior to joining the Williamsburg Fire Department, Nichole proudly served our

The new graduates include:

country as a member of the Air National Guard where she obtained experience in

Bradley Scott Burgess, Assistant Chief, Abingdon Volunteer Fire and Rescue, Inc.;

firefighting and emergency management. Her diverse background has been an

Robert E. Lee, Battalion Chief, Newport News Fire Department; Shawn Nelson

asset to the Williamsburg Fire Department and the VFCA. Nichole demonstrates

Maddox, Assistant Fire Marshal, Albemarle County Fire Rescue; Stephen Edward

professionalism in all aspects of her job and she is an ambassador for the City of

Morris, Captain, Harrisonburg Fire Department; Joseph Michael Neiberger,

Williamsburg and the VFCA.

Battalion Chief, City of Manassas Park Fire and Rescue; William Jefferson Powell,

Nichole’s selfless efforts to support President Dent and the VFCA made her an
excellent choice for the 2016 President’s Award.
Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us

Captain, Henrico County Division of Fire; Marlon Matthew Rickman, Deputy
Chief, Salem Fire EMS Department; Drew R. Savage, Captain, Norfolk Fire-Rescue.
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CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
THE HANDS ON TRAINING
(HOT) EXPERIENCE
By Rich Trent

classroom session on the nuances of heavy wreckers. The remainder of the day
the participants had scenarios of simulated accidents to learn proper placement,
rigging, and safe uses of a heavy wrecker.
With the increased availability and popularity of these H.O.T. classes, they are
becoming a hot commodity that shouldn’t be missed. Make sure you round out
your conference experience with the latest H.O.T classes next year.

The Hands On Training (H.O.T.) classes at the Virginia Fire Rescue Conference
were a huge success. Firefighters both Career and Volunteer from all over the
Commonwealth of Virginia had the opportunity to take part in some of the best
up-to-the-minute training being offered in the Fire Service.
The Virginia Fire Chief’s Association spared no expense in bringing the best
instructors to the conference to train firefighters with the latest and greatest
techniques. The H.O.T. classes started bright and early Thursday morning at 0800
and continued until Sunday at 1700. Even after the last member of the Virginia
Fire Rescue Conference exited the Virginia Beach Conference Center, the H.O.T.
classes were still being conducted at the Virginia Beach Fire Training Center. This
year the conference committee extended the H.O.T. classes through to Sunday
to ensure that both Career and Volunteer firefighters had the opportunity to take
part in this cutting edge training opportunity.
The H.O.T classes kicked off on Thursday with the Irons Academy. This class not
only focused on the foundational fire ground skills taught to every firefighter in
Firefighter I and II, but took it to a whole new level. This class has been is such
high demand that it was offered for a second time on Sunday. In the Fire Service
we hear the phase “Thinking Outside the Box” and this class did just that and then
some. The Instructors from Real Fire Training, LLC challenged the class to not
only “think outside the box”, but also how to break in and out of the box. The
techniques presented and practiced by the H.O.T. class participants were real life
take-aways that can be immediately put to work when they return to their own
departments. The instructors showed participants new tools and offered a variety
of techniques and skills that can be used with any of the common tools found on
a fire truck. Career and Volunteer Firefighters from all over the Commonwealth of
Virginia were presented with multiple scenarios in which they needed to utilize
their newly honed forcible entry skills.
Two H.O.T classes were offered on Friday: Engine School and Heavy Wrecker
Operations. Both of these classes were 8 hours in length, giving the participants
extensive time to practice and learn from the instructors.
Engine School focused on the mastery of the engine company disciplines.
Participants deployed hose lines, learned about nozzle mechanics, practiced
with ladders and forcible entry. The instructors offered valuable tips and tricks of
the trade to increase efficiency on the fire ground and every student had ample
opportunity to practice these skills.
Heavy Wrecker Operations partnered with local wrecker companies to provide
students the opportunity to interface with the wreckers and the operators. It
enabled participants to have a better understanding of the capabilities and uses of
commercial wreckers in emergency operations. The morning started with a short
8
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well-being. Examples include a program to equip all firefighters with portable
radios to improve communications; a comprehensive apparatus-replacement
program that enabled the Chesterfield County Fire and Emergency Medical
Services Department to update its fleet while meeting the latest safety standards;
sponsoring a workgroup that established practices at the forefront of reducing
firefighter exposure to toxins; sponsoring another workgroup that established
procedures for improved safety for responders to traffic incidents; and an
innovative program that sets mandatory fitness standards for firefighters and
which Senter requires himself to meet. The association also noted Senter’s
work to initiate the development of an active-shooter/high-threat procedure
to improve safety and cooperation with law enforcement agencies during such
Chief Senter poses with award. VFCA President William P. “Pat” Dent, Chief Edward
L. Senter Jr., Morgan Senter, and VFCA 1st Vice President James M. Cullinan III

incidents, and his work to introduce suicide-prevention and chaplain-support
services programs. In addition, the selection panel noted Senter’s significant
depth of experience across all areas of his field and his vast advisory and

FIRE CHIEFS ASSOCIATION HONORS
CHESTERFIELD’S CHIEF LOY SENTER
WITH THE GLENN A. GAINES
LEADERSHIP LEGACY AWARD

leadership skills, which he has demonstrated throughout his career, including
among many appointed positions on related boards and commissions.
“Through his compassion for those in the fire-services industry and his
unwavering commitment to serve others, Chief Senter has made an indelible
mark, greatly enhancing the delivery and management of fire and emergency
medical services in Chesterfield County, throughout Virginia and beyond,” said
Dr. Joe Casey, Chesterfield County administrator. “His service and dedication
have undoubtedly made Chesterfield and many other communities safer places

The Virginia Fire Chiefs Association recognized Chesterfield County Fire Chief
Edward “Loy” Senter Jr. with its highest honor, the Glenn A. Gaines Leadership
Legacy Award. Senter accepted the award while attending the 2017 Virginia Fire

for citizens and first responders.”
Senter accepted the award during a ceremony that is part of the 2017 Virginia
Fire Rescue Conference. Sponsored by the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association, the

Rescue Conference in Virginia Beach.

conference provides educational opportunities across the fire and emergency

The award is named for former U.S. Fire Administrator and Fairfax County Fire

medical services areas. As a surprise, family members attended the ceremony to

Chief Glenn Gaines, an icon in the fire-services industry. Senter was selected

help recognize Senter, who was unaware he had been nominated. Chesterfield

from a pool of nominees, which can include any current career or volunteer

County Fire and EMS also received a Best Practices in Fire Service Health and

firefighter in Virginia.

Safety Award at the ceremony, recognizing the department’s work toward

Virginia Fire Chiefs Association President and Williamsburg Fire Chief Pat Dent
said, “The Glenn A. Gaines Leadership Legacy Award recognizes an individual

making the health and well-being of its members a priority through its Work
Performance Evaluation program.

for their efforts to advance the fire service in the commonwealth. The award
recipient exemplifies the integrity, commitment to excellence and leadership
attributes portrayed by Chief Gaines during his career. Having known Chief
Senter for many years, he is certainly deserving of this recognition.”
Senter began his fire service career at the age of 15 as a volunteer with the
Chesapeake Beach Volunteer Fire Department. He would go on to serve with
the Norfolk International Airport Fire Department and then the Norfolk City Fire
Department, where he rose through the ranks over 17 years to become its chief.
He has served as fire chief in Chesterfield County since 2008.
In selecting Senter, the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association cited his remarkable
portfolio of far-reaching initiatives that have improved firefighter safety and
Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us
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CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
GOVERNOR’S FIRE
SERVICES AWARDS
PRESENTED
The Governor’s Fire Services Awards for 2016 were presented to
recipients in eight categories during the Virginia Fire and Rescue
Conference opening ceremonies on Saturday, February 26. The event
was held at the Virginia Beach Convention Center.
The Governor's Fire Services Awards were established in 2002 as a
formal recognition of excellence in Virginia's Fire Services. Nominees
are carefully reviewed and selected by the Virginia Fire Services Board
Executive Committee and forwarded to the Governor through the
Secretary of Public Safety and Homeland Security for final approval. The
awards are presented annually each February. This year marks the 15th
anniversary of the awards.
The Governor’s Fire Services Awards for 2016 were presented to the
following recipients:
EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA FIRE SERVICES
Tappahannock-Essex Volunteer Fire Department
On February 24, 2016, An EF-3 Tornado affected over 28 miles within
Essex County. Dozens of homes were damaged with 26 individuals
sustaining injuries from minor to life threatening. The TappahannockEssex Volunteer Fire Department (TEVFD) proactively used Incident
Management Teams in an effort to organize a coordinated response
alongside local and state agencies. Through their collaborative efforts,
the Department completed Search and Rescue, Property Stabilization
and Damage Assessment with the highest level of professionalism.
EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA COMMUNITY RISK REDUCTION
Concord Volunteer Fire Department and Frances Thompson, Hampton
Division of Fire and Rescue

30%. As of December 2016, the CVFD has responded to more than 400 fire calls without
a residential structure fire. These numbers directly support a healthy and effective fire
safety program.
Frances Thompson, Hampton Division of Fire and Rescue: Frances Thompson has
catapulted fire and life safety education into the 21st century through the use of wireless
technology, tablets, and an online learning platform. Her interactive 4th grade fire safety
program uses Nearpod, an online learning platform. The program is the first of its kind in
Virginia and has drawn interest from the National Fire Prevention Association. The interactive
slides separate informational slides and encourage/require audience participation. The
program also provides “real-time” feedback regarding student comprehension during the
presentation. The quick feedback enables the educator an opportunity to make immediate
adjustments to the instruction as needed. The program utilizes pre/post tests to exhibit
its effectiveness, as well as a homework assignment which requires students to engage
their families in making safety a priority. The 2016-2017 school year is the second year
that Frances has utilized the tablet program. The first three schools of the 21 schools
Frances has visited during this school year resulted in 119 families testing smoke alarms
and selecting a meeting place with 96 of those homes checking the age of their smoke
alarms to ensure they are less than 10 years old.
EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA FIRE SERVICE TRAINING
Virginia Beach Fire Department
The Virginia Beach Fire Department’s (VBFD) Incident Command Training Team (ICTT)
worked collaboratively with Tri-City Auto Aid partners, Chesapeake, and Norfolk Fire
Departments to design an incident command training system compatible across
jurisdictional lines. The ICTT facilitated simulation training sessions which created a
fully functional Incident Command Simulation Lab utilizing hardware, software, and
communication systems capable of interacting with partner agencies. To date, the VBFD
has performed six large scale (multi-alarm) simulation training sessions involving various
commercial structures. ICTT developed the capability to create custom simulations
utilizing Virginia Beach specific building stock, thereby increasing the level of realism and
response area familiarity. The degree of realism incorporated in the simulation lab has
enabled the VBFD to test and improve current policy, procedures, and equipment such as
command vehicle arrangement, accountability processes, and NIMS implementation. The
innovative design of the IC Simulation Lab allows the system to be deployed to the field for
battalion or company level training as well.

Concord Volunteer Fire Department: For decades, the Concord
Volunteer Fire Department (CVFD) has presented life safety programs
to the children in the Concord Community. During 2016, the CVFD
enhanced its "Homework Assignment" program to encourage closing
interior doors before going to bed to reflect the latest information and
safety messages from the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA).
The Homework Assignment involved parents in an effort to ensure
their smoke detectors were not more than 10 years old. Moreover, the
assignment further communicated the benefits of a closed door as it
has the potential to slow the spread of smoke, heat and fire. The total
reach of the programs conducted by the CVFD exceeded 500 children
annually. The program has seen an annual success rate of more than
10
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OUTSTANDING FIRE DEPARTMENT RESPONSE
City of Bristol Fire Department’s Heavy Technical Swift Rescue Water
Rescue
On the night of June 23, 2016, parts of Virginia and West Virginia
experienced severe flooding caused by 10 inches of rainfall in a 12 hour
period. The City of Bristol Fire Department’s Heavy Technical Swift
Water Rescue team became the only lifelines for the people of Rainelle,
WV. The nine highly trained firefighters established headquarters in a
fast-food restaurant upon arrival. With nothing but small headlamps to
light their way through the pitch-black night, they did not know what
to expect. None of them had ever been to Rainelle, nearly 200 miles
away from their hometown. The Swift Water Rescue team became the
first responders who fought to save West Virginians trapped in their
trailers, homes and cars as heavy rain overflowed streams and sent
hillsides sliding onto highways. The water was filled with kerosene,
gasoline, propane and sewage. Nearly the entire town was under four
feet of water while the lower-lying areas had water up to their rooflines.
For over 17 hours the team waded through oily water and rowed their
rafts from house to house, searching for desperate Rainelle residents,
including elderly and disabled people unable to flee upstairs or escape
from the rising water on their own. The nine men would be credited
with saving at least 44 people and more than 20 cats and dogs.
PRIVATE SECTOR EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA FIRE SERVICE SUPPORT
No Applicants for 2016
CIVILIAN EXCELLENCE IN VIRGINIA FIRE SERVICE SUPPORT
Patrick M. Campbell, Senior Disaster Program Manager for the American
Red Cross Virginia Region
Beginning in FY2015, the American Red Cross launched a Home Fire
Campaign to reduce the number of home fire deaths and injuries by 25

VIRGINIA FIREFIGHTER OF THE YEAR
Sidney M. Lucas, Lieutenant Safety Officer at Newport News Fire Department
Lieutenant Sidney M. Lucas, a Navy Veteran who served in Operation Enduring Freedom,
has been instrumental in promoting and advocating for Mental Health Awareness in
Virginia’s Fire Services.
Lucas’ fire service career began as a volunteer with the Belle and Cedar Grove Volunteer
Fire Departments in West Virginia in 1999. He currently serves as a Lieutenant with the
Newport News Fire Department as the Department Safety Officer.
As a participant of the Regional Safety Officer's Work Group and State Behavioral Health
Committee for the Fire Service, Lucas has continuously influenced the development of
multiple policies and programs including, Respiratory Protection Program, Fire Ground
Rehabilitation Cancer Prevention and Awareness Program, Hazardous Communications
Program, and Mental Health Awareness in the Fire Services. Sidney Lucas has been the
Virginia State Advocate for the National Fallen Firefighter’s Foundation. Additionally as a
participant of the Mental Health Workgroup formed by the Virginia Department of Fire
Programs, Lucas has been resourceful in providing valuable information regarding how
stressful incidents are taking a significant toll on the behavioral health of firefighters.
VIRGINIA FIRE CHIEF OF THE YEAR
David Hoback, Chief of the Roanoke Fire-EMS Department.
David Hoback is the Chief of the Roanoke Fire-EMS Department. He has over 30 years of
Fire & EMS experience, beginning his career with the City of Roanoke in 1985. Chief Hoback
is a proactive leader who is willing to help not only the community and department he
serves, but also other departments throughout the Commonwealth and United States.
He has worked with Emergency Management Assistance Compact, the state-to-state
mutual aid agreement whereby states can share resources amongst each other. Chief
Hoback both effectively and efficiently accommodated requests to deploy Roanoke FireEMS personnel to areas hit hard by hurricanes and other catastrophes. As a progressive
leader in an evolving fire services, Chief Hoback has forged strong relationships within
other city departments and neighboring jurisdictions in an effort to enhance public safety.
Lastly, Hoback oversaw the Department's Accreditation process from the Commission on
Fire Accreditation International in 2002, 2007 and 2012 and the current process for 2017.
Under his leadership the City of Roanoke also retained an ISO rating of 1.

percent by the end of 2019. To reach this goal, the American Red Cross
began working with various communities, government partners and
stakeholders across the country to install smoke alarms and provide
life-saving fire and disaster safety education to at-risk communities.
In Virginia, the relentless champion of this event and program has
been Patrick Campbell, the Senior Disaster Program Manager, Disaster
Cycle Services for the American Red Cross - Virginia Region. As a result
of Patrick's leadership and partnership with fire departments across
Virginia, more than 4,579 households have been made safer. Since
FY2015, more than 11,059 smoke alarms have been installed throughout
the Commonwealth of Virginia. Patrick has been a tremendous partner
to not only the State Fire Marshal's Office, but to Virginia's Fire Services.

Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us
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CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
TWO DEPARTMENTS RECOGNIZED
AS RECIPIENTS OF THE VFCA/VFCF
BEST PRACTICES IN FIRE SERVICE
HEALTH AND SAFETY AWARD

suburban area in the Greater Richmond Metropolitan region. The department

BY FIRE CHIEF STEPHEN P. KOPCZYNSKI, CHAIRMAN
VIRGINIA FIRE CHIEFS ASSOCIATION HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE

members from Henrico Police, Chesterfield Fire-EMS and Richmond Fire and

underwent an extensive review of processes and implementation of various
safety/wellness improvements as a result of a “near miss” situation involving
recruit firefighters during a strenuous, high-heat environment situation. Due to
the initial situation and the potential for future circumstances which could lead
to firefighter injury or death, an independent improvement panel was convened
by the department. The panel involved not only Henrico Fire personnel, but also
Emergency Services. This collaborative effort resulted in seven recommendations
for improvement, all of which have been implemented. For more information on

On Saturday, February 25, 2017, during the opening ceremony of the Virginia

this program, contact Henrico Battalion Chief Bryan Miers.

Fire Chiefs Association Virginia Fire Rescue Conference two departments were

The Virginia Fire Chiefs Association congratulates these two award winners

recognized as recipients of the Virginia Fire Chiefs “Best Practices in Fire Services

and encourages all departments (volunteer, combination and career) to submit

Health and Safety Award.” Those departments were the Chesterfield Fire-EMS

nominations next year for the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association “Best Practices in

Department and the Henrico Division of Fire.

Fire Service Health and Safety Award.” Please look for nomination information

This award program seeks to recognize departments that demonstrate best
practices in providing for the health, safety and wellness of their members. It is
managed by the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association Health and Safety Committee,
and is monetarily supported by the Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation. Departments
selected as recipients of the award receive a $500 contribution from the Virginia
Fire Chiefs Association /Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation.
As in the past, this year’s award winners each demonstrate a strong organizational
commitment to the health, safety, wellness and welfare of their members.
The Chesterfield Fire-EMS Department was chosen as the recipient under the
“Combination” department category for its comprehensive program: Work
Performance Implementation and Evaluation.
Chesterfield Fire-EMS Department, which consists of almost 500 paid employees
and approximately 300 volunteers fire and/or EMS providers, developed a health,
safety and wellness process that includes everything from annual medical
evaluations/physicals, back injury prevention, managed fitness programs and
(most recently) an evaluative process to determine fitness for work performance.
This process, which was established through the efforts of a dedicated
workgroup, resulted in a work performance evaluation system that has energized
the department and improved overall fitness. Further, fire departments from
nearby localities have collaborated with Chesterfield in order to develop similar
programs and internal processes. This cross-departmental collaboration has an
exponential benefit to the fire service in the Commonwealth of Virginia. For more
information on this program, contact Chesterfield Captain Sal Luciano.
The Henrico Division of Fire was chosen as the recipient of the award under the
“Career” department category for its regional Hyponatremia and Rhabdomyolysis
Review initiative.
Henrico Division of Fire is a career department that protects a largely urban/

in future issues of Commonwealth Chief, as well as on the Virginia Fire Chiefs
Association website.

Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us
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CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
A MOST SINCERE
THANKS TO ALL OUR
2017 VIRGINIA FIRE
RESCUE CONFERENCE
SPONSORS!
Please help us extend our deepest appreciation
to this year’s conference sponsors. Their support
makes it possible for the VFCA to deliver the
outstanding and affordable conference you
experienced!

AT&T Public Safety Solutions
Atlantic Emergency Solutions
DuPont Protection Solutions
EMS Management & Consultants
E-ONE, Inc.
Exhibits Inc.
Harris Corporation
Honeywell Fire Responder Products
McKeeson Business Performance Services
Monarch Meetings
Motorola Solutions, Inc.
MSA Safety
Provident Insurance
VCU Health Systems
VFIS
Virginia Beach Fire Department & Oceana Volunteer Battalion
Virginia Department of Emergency Management
Virginia Department of Fire Programs
Virginia Department of Forestry
Virginia Office of Emergency Medical Services

Thank You!
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US Digital Designs, Inc.
W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
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UNDERSTANDING THE DANGERS
OF MODERN BUILDING
MATERIALS AND FURNISHINGS

“Among the concepts to draw on to make sure that ‘efficient’ can
ultimately be equated with ‘safe’ are developing robust test procedures
to determine the susceptibility that upholstered furniture has to a
flaming ignition source, continuing to understand the behavior of
engineered lumber in unpredictable fire scenarios, and making sure
that first responders are trained to identify the reaction of buildings to
these relatively new hazards,” says Mr. Solomon.

When compared to their older counterparts, today’s popular homebuilding materials
offer a more economical and environmentally-friendly way of crafting new dwellings. A
potentially lesser-known fact is the dramatic way these products respond to fire.

A proven method for reducing fire’s impact at home, says Mr. Solomon,
is home fire sprinklers. In 2012, NRC issued anoth-er report; “Fire
Performance of Protected Floor/Ceiling Assemblies and Impact on

Take, for instance, engineered lumber, a structural member made of wood fibers and

Tenability,” which evaluated how home fire sprinklers impact fire spread.

materials bonded with adhesive or other methods that are used as a composite joist

In all tests, sprinklers kept conditions tenable and helped prevent the

or beam. Engineered lumber is a member of the “lightweight construc-tion” family of

structural failure and collapse witnessed during its previous study.

products, which have been thoroughly examined in recent years to address the question:
How do homes using this increasingly popular building material react to fire?

Since home fire sprinklers can douse a fire or control it until the fire
department arrives, all U.S. model building codes have made sprinkler

In 2008, Underwriters Laboratories (UL) conducted a study comparing traditional wood

installation a requirement in new, one- and two-family homes.

materials found in older homes with lightweight construction. The UL report, “Structural

Mounting research confirms that sprinklers save property, protect lives,

Stability of Engineered Lumber in Fire Conditions,” indicated that that the lightweight

and benefit the environment.

construction assembly collapsed in six minutes versus the 18-and-a-half minutes it took
for the “legacy materials” to collapse.

“Fire sprinklers are doable in one- and two-family dwellings,” says Tim
Travers, one of NFPA’s regional sprinkler special-ists. “They do not

The National Research Council Canada (NRC) also examined how fire impacts unprotected

delay construction, they are not high cost, they can be done easily and

floor assemblies. In its research, NRC concluded that lightweight assemblies reached

simply, and they save lives.”

structural failure 35-60% faster than solid wood assemblies. A 2012 report from the Fire
Protection Research Foundation also underscored the danger of engineered lumber during
a fire, labeling its rapid structural failure under fire conditions a “high” level of concern.
“Like most things in the modern era, construction materials are becoming more streamlined,
efficient, and lightweight,” says Robert Solomon of the National Fire Protection Association

Watch a presentation on the fire dangers of lightweight construction
and modern furnishings at www.firesprinklerinitiative.org/lightweight.
Free copies of the reports mentioned in this story are available at
www.firesprinklerinitiative.org/research

(NFPA). “The unintended consequence is that these new techniques and materials bring
new fire safety challenges.”
Construction materials aren’t the only things in homes that are burning quicker than their
older counterparts. Modern furnishings in many households are made with synthetic
materials—upholstery stuffed with combustible polyurethane foam, for example—that
burn quicker than “legacy” furnishings made of leather, wool, and cotton. UL studies have
confirmed that rooms filled with synthetic furniture that are set on fire reach dangerous
temperatures quicker than similar rooms filled with legacy furnishings.
In 2013, NFPA reported that fires involving these items accounted for the largest share of
fire deaths of any first item ignited in U.S. homes.
16
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LEADERSHIP SO
EVERYONE GOES HOME
Lieutenant Sidney Lucas, Virginia State Advocate
In March 2004, the Firefighter Life Safety Summit was held in Tampa, Florida to
address the need for change within the fire and emergency services. Through this
meeting, 16 Life Safety Initiatives were produced. The Everyone Goes Home®
Program, founded by the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation, provides free
training, resources, and programs to champion and implement the 16 Firefighter
Life Safety Initiatives. The goal of the Everyone Goes Home® Program is to
reduce the number of preventable firefighter line-of-duty injuries and deaths.
The Everyone Goes Home® Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives Program is made
possible through the efforts of the National Fallen Firefighters Foundation
with funding provided by the Department of Homeland Security, Assistance to
Firefighters Grant, and the generosity of Fireman’s Fund Insurance Company.
Thanks to the Virginia Fire Chief’s Association for their commitment towards the
16 Life Safety Initiatives and allowing us the opportunity to share our message.
With each issue of the Commonwealth Chief we will address the individual
initiatives put forth within the “Everyone Goes Home” Program.
This month’s topic, within the “16 Fire Fighter Life Safety Initiatives”, considers the
ability and responsibility to stop unsafe acts.
#4 - “ALL FIREFIGHTERS MUST BE EMPOWERED TO STOP UNSAFE ACTS.”
What more unsafe practice is there than advancing a hand-line into a burning
building or working a crash on the Interstate or coming into contact with a patient
afflicted with who knows what kind of communicable ailments? Let’s face it;
what we do is by nature is dangerous. Sometimes, it is very dangerous. Although
we all would appreciate a foolproof process for staying safe, the purpose of the
fourth Firefighter initiative is not for us to avoid every dangerous situation that
we encounter. It is simply a plan to allow for all firefighters to have input when it
comes to personal safety. In a past article it was noted that line officers have the
ultimate responsibility for the safety of those firefighters working under them.
Line officers must be trained to identify all situations that may endanger those
under their command, however there is an old adage that “four eyes are better
than two”, hence “six are better than four and so on…… On the fire scene, we
should all strive to have as many eyes as possible looking for unsafe conditions
and preventing unsafe practices. What this means is that the line officer and this
crew must constantly communicate with each other as to what they see, what
they hear, what they feel and what they think. “Did you see that flash of flame
across ceiling? I heard wood cracking? It’s getting too hot back here. Captain,
something doesn’t look right.” Line officers need all of the input you can give
them in order to make decisions and to carry out the tactical end of their mission
in an ultimately safe manner.
OK. Here comes the inevitable question. What if your officer is inexperienced or
perhaps not totally confident in a particular situation? The fire ground is not the
place to learn or debate these issues. While it is your responsibility to follow your
officer’s orders, you are not required to participate in unsafe
practices. However, if you make the decision to disregard an order for safety sake,
you must be fully prepared to defend your actions. Your decision must be based
on factual information and not your opinion. Needless to say, your decision
will cause controversy so be prepared to defend your actions. None the less,
personal safety must be paramount
Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us

The absolute best way to stop unsafe acts it to not have them occur in the first
place. Good solid training in fire ground strategies and tactics that are carried
out with safety in mind should allow you to avoid most situations where unsafe
acts might come into play. And here we go again… What do your SOG’s/SOP’s
instruct you to do in particular situation. If you have them, they should guide you
through. If you don’t have them, the chances of things going wrong increase
dramatically.
So, imagine that instead of one Safety Officer on the scene of an incident, every
firefighter who has responded takes on the role of “Deputy Safety Officer”,
responsible for keeping their officer “Situationally Aware” of their surroundings
and any hazards that might exist. I am confident that taking on this role it will
increase the chances that each of us “Keeps Going Home, After Each Run and
After Each Shift.”

COMPANY OFFICER’S
SPRUILL ELECTED TO LEAD
K. Todd Spruill, Company Officer Section President
Richmond Fire & Emergency Services
I am excited to be taking over as the President of the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association
(VFCA) Company Officer Section. I wanted to thank outgoing President Charlie
Kempton for his contributions to the fire service in the Commonwealth of Virginia
with his advocacy of cancer awareness and starting the company officer summit.
I want to wish him the best and look forward to seeing him continue to make an
impact as he advances in his career. The Company Officer Section will continue
to support cancer awareness in the Commonwealth as well as be working to
have another summit in the fall.
I wanted to introduce myself to those that do not know me. I am Todd Spruill,
a Captain of Training in the Richmond Fire & Emergency Services where I have
served the citizens for seventeen years. In that time I have been assigned to a
quint, engine, and truck company, the hazardous materials team, fire marshal’s
office, incident management team, and now training. I started my fire service
adventure with the Black Creek Volunteer Fire Department in eastern Hanover
County at the age of thirteen in 1990. I have attended both the Virginia Fire
Officer Academy (2010) and the Virginia Chief Officer Academy (2017). I am
currently the Incident Commander for the 2017 Virginia Fire Officer Academy. I
hold a Bachelor’s Degree in Fire Service Administration from Waldorf College and
a Master’s Degree in Emergency Services Management from Columbia Southern
University. I am also a graduate of the National Fire Academy’s Executive Fire
Officer Program.
One of my goals for the immediate future is to reach out to our membership and
to engage them from each region of the state. The company officer section is
not just about me and the other three officers deciding what we do, but reaching
out and hearing what you the company officers want to see and need from us.
If you want to be an active part of this section please email me at tspruill@vfoa.
us and let me know what you would like to be involved with or ideas that you
have. Once we get some feedback and assistance, we can address my second
goal which is to plan on what is next for the section in terms of training and
education. A third goal will be to increase our membership to better represent
our graduates from the Virginia Fire Officer Academy as well as other company
officers or aspiring officers from across the Commonwealth. If you are not a
member of the VFCA Company Officer Section please reach out to me and find
out how to join. Thanks and I look forward to hearing from you.
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2017 VIRGINIA FALLEN
FIREFIGHTERS AND EMERGENCY
MEDICAL SERVICES MEMORIAL
SERVICE TO BE HELD SATURDAY,
JUNE 3, 2017

VDFP PUBLISHES 2016 ANNUAL
REPORT
In late February the Virginia Department of Fire Programs announced the
publication of their 2016 Annual Report. This document offers an overview of
their accomplishments in the last year and their vision and goals for the future.
Printed copies of the report will be available at VDFP Division offices. You may
also read and/or download the electronic version at: https://www.vafire.com/
blog/2017/02/28/4727/

REAL ID ACT
To prepare the Commonwealth with a Federal act that was passed in 2005, Federal
Facilities including the National Fire Academy will be enforcing this act effective
June 7, 2017. Any students taking courses at the National Fire Academy including
our Tennessee/Virginia State Weekend will be required to furnish the required

The 20th Annual Virginia Fallen Firefighters and Emergency
Medical Services Memorial Service will be held on Saturday,
June 3, 2017 at the Richmond International Raceway Complex’s
Main Exhibition Hall. Services will begin at 12:00 PM.

identification before being allowed to enter the facility. This enforcement tells

Firefighters and Emergency Medical Services personnel who died in the line of

U.S. passport card, or Transportation Worker’s Identification Card (TWIC).

duty or have been recognized by the Virginia Line of Duty Act in the last year

Individual criminal background (NCIC) checks can be performed, but will require

will be honored for their bravery and dedicated public service. This year’s service

submission of personally identifiable information from the state that would be

will pay tribute to Battalion Chief Louis Stark of City of Newport News Fire

responsible for collecting and transmitting that information. Possessing a U.S.

Department, Firefighter/Paramedic Timothy Killian of James City County Fire

passport would eliminate the need for repeat NCIC checks upon each visit to

Department and Fire Chief Robert Baber of Crozet Volunteer Fire Department.

campus. State Enhanced Driver’s Licenses (EDLs) designated as acceptable

This year’s service will include a keynote address, a Virginia Fire Services Honor
Guard procession featuring the Saint Andrew’s Legion Pipes and Drums, a
musical performance, and a fire and EMS apparatus display from departments
across the state. State flags will be presented to the families of the fallen.
A reception, sponsored by the *Virginia Fire Chiefs Association, Virginia State
Firefighters Association, and Virginia Professional Firefighters will be held for
family members and guests immediately following the service. Both the service
and the reception are open to the public.

us that students from Virginia will need to furnish another form of ID other than
a state issued drivers license/ID Card for access to the facility. Other forms of
identification include a valid Federal PIV (Personal Identity Verification) card,
military ID (active, retired, reserve, dependent, civilian employee), U.S. passport,

border-crossing documents by DHS under the Western Hemisphere Travel
Initiative are acceptable for official federal purposes such as accessing a Federal
facility or boarding a commercial aircraft. Individual agency policies may still
apply.
Here is a link for more information on the REAL ID Act:
https://www.dhs.gov/real-id-enforcement-brief

VDFP LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE
VDFP’s new website officially launched on February 10. It had originally been

For more information on the Virginia Fallen Firefighters and Emergency Medical

slated to launch on December 10. We would love to hear feedback from our

Services Memorial Service, contact Mark L. Buff at (804) 249.1965 or visit www.

customers regarding the new website. There is a feedback link at the bottom of

vafire.com.

the home page. The URL of the website did not change, it is still www.vafire.com.

If your department is interested in sending apparatus to the service, please

Individuals or departments interested in Honor Guard participation should

NATIONAL FIRE ACADEMY TRAINING
WEEKEND

contact April Elmore at aelmore@vbgov.com.

The Virginia-Tennessee National Fire Academy Training Weekend will be held

contact Mark Buff at mark.buff@vdfp.virginia.gov.

Please make your plans to attend this important event and pay tribute to these
heroes.

September 22-24, 2017 in Emmittsburg, MD. Deadline for registrations is August
8, 2017. Please go to the link shown below to read the informational flyer. It
includes important information concerning registration and the requirement

* Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Office of Emergency

for attendees to have a FEMA Student Identification Number. https://www.vafire.

Medical Services, Virginia Department of Health.

com/blog/2017/02/17/national-fire-academy-training-weekend/
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Led by...dedicated to...we are EMS and Fire
Southeastern Emergency Equipment is a leading
specialty distributor of EMS equipment, supplies,
pharmaceuticals and homeland security solutions.
We were founded more than three decades ago on
the core values of trust, respect, accountability and
commitment.

PediSleeve®
Pediatric Dosing System

And while we are changing and expanding to serve our
customers even better, our “DNA” will never change. A
knowledgeable, friendly and EMS-trained person will
be here when and how you need us.

Tactical Body Armor

Call Sherry Whitman today at (800) 334-6656.

XtractSR Litter

Customer Service – (800) 334-6656 | www.SEEquip.com | info@SEEquip.com

X

REMOUNT.

Save up to $50,000 over buying new!
X Ford QVM certified ambulance remount facility
Ensures every vehicle follows Ford remount policies

X $5 million product liability insurance
Guarantees you are covered

X Strict compliance to DOT, KKK-A-1822F and FMVSS
standards
SSV remounts meet or exceed federal guidelines

X Chosen as remounter for North Central EMS

Cooperative throughout United States
Buy directly off contract and avoid the bid process

Contact Tony Tyler today at (540) 292-9591 or Tony.Tyler@SSVSales.comes.com.

LOOKING TO
BUY NEW?
Southeastern
Specialty Vehicles is
honored to represent
Malley Industries in
Virginia.

WINGSPREAD VI
CONFERENCE HELD
In February 1966, the Johnson Wax
Foundation called 10 of our nation’s

ADMINISTRATIVE
PROFESSIONALS SECTION
IN ACTION
Nicole Benson, Chesapeake Fire Department

fire service leaders to the world famous
Wingspread Conference Center in

Spring is coming and the season of change and growth is apparent in the

Racine,

Administrative Professionals Division of the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association!

Wisconsin.

The

purpose

of gathering this notable group of
fire service leaders was simple: The
Johnson Wax Foundation wanted
to produce a useful document that
described the “Statement of Critical
Issues to The Fire and Emergency

in Williamsburg, VA where we were welcomed by Deputy Fire Chief Larry Snyder
of the Williamsburg Fire Department. After learning more about the Department,
we ended the day with a terrific lunch in Colonial Williamsburg and enjoyed
holiday networking and fellowship time.

Services in the United States.” The

In February, the Administrative Professionals had a special educational session at

mission was accomplished during this meeting in southern Wisconsin. In fact,

the Virginia Fire Rescue Conference on Friday morning called Using Emotional

a fire service tradition and legacy was born during this formative event. The fire

Intelligence to Turn Down the Heat of Stress and Conflict taught by Paula

service delegates reached consensus, identifying 12 emerging issues that were of

King. The session focused on overall well-being and how to use emotional

national significance, with each statement needing further study, research, and

information to enrich our personal relationships and work through stressors. We

resources to make impactful changes to the delivery of public safety services.

were pleased to see so many firefighters and leaders in the session with us! The

Along with the 12 statements, the Ad Hoc Committee pointed out that the

class gave practical suggestions for reducing stress and finding balance in the

Wingspread Conference should be held every 10 years. If the gathering was

competing interests in our days.

annually, the powerful statements would be less effective and repetitive. If the
group waited too long, the effect of having a long-range plan to consider would
be lost. Over the years since that first conference other gatherings have taken
place around the country.
Fifty years later, Wingspan VI was held July 18–20, 2016 in Racine, WI, home of
the first Wingspan Conference.
Chief Alan Brunacini is the modern day chair of this group and was the presiding
officer when the “opening gavel fell.” A total of 40 leaders from all walks of the
American fire-rescue service community were summoned to the shores of
Lake Michigan to help forecast and shape the issues of “National Significance
to solving the fire problem in the United States,” much like all of the previous
attendees have been called to do.
Each person was asked to attend this program based on the region that they
are from and the organizations that they represent. However, the spirit of the

Following our educational session, we had lunch at the Exhibit Hall and spent
the afternoon selling 50/50 raffle tickets and monitoring the silent auction to
raise money for the Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation. The money raised supports
scholarships for events and academies throughout the year. Together, we raised
over $1,500 for scholarships and were able to meet members of Departments
from across the Commonwealth.
Looking forward to 2017, we have another year of interesting activities planned
for our section. Our next meeting will be Friday, May 5 in Isle of Wight County/
Smithfield and our new Vice President, Renee Allen-Stallings will be the host. Our
fall meeting will be in Chesterfield County and we will finish the year with our now
Annual Holiday Celebration in Williamsburg. We will also continue to support
the events of the VFCA, including the golf tournaments, officer academies, and
various summits throughout the year.

first gathering was repeated for Wingspread VI. Everyone was asked to set aside

Welcome to our new members, Jessica Wilkes of Roanoke Fire-EMS and Missi

political and personal agendas and to solely focus on the good of the American

Neal of Frederick County Fire and Rescue! It is a great time to be a part of the

Fire Service. The body of work that the attendees produced is to first authenticate

VFCA Administrative Professionals Section and we look forward to meeting new

or deny the tenants from the report from the last Wingspread Conference

members throughout the year.

(Wingspread V-Atlanta 2006). Next, the conference participants were asked to
concentrate on the forecast and projections of the pressing issues for the next
decade. The conference proved to be another success.
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Reflecting on 2016, we had a great year, and our final quarterly meeting was held

We also want to thank our Immediate Past President Laura Cleveland of Henrico
Fire for being a positive role model for our group and supportive of all of our
activities and the Board of Directors of the VFCA. Thank you for all of your hard

In February the final report from that gathering was released.

work and dedication to the Administrative Professionals Section!

To read the final report, go to:

Thank you to all of our members for your support of our group and we hope you

http://thenfhc.org/resources/2016Wingspread.pdf

will join us for our May meeting!
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COLLABORATE PROGRAMDESIGNDELIVER

Williamson Road Fire Station - Roanoke, VA

Tactical Fire Training Facility
Chesterfield, VA
In association with
Elliott, LeBoeuf & McElwain

Suffolk Fire & Rescue HQ
Suffolk, VA

Blackwater Fire Station - Virginia Beach, VA

Fire Station #7 & Fire Admin HQ
Virginia Beach, VA
Dan Hickok, Principal
dhickok@rrmm.com | 757.622.2828
Matt Astrin, Principal
mastrin@rrmm.com | 757.622.2828

OFFICES

Chesapeake | Roanoke | Richmond

Fire Station #10 + Logistics Support Center
Chesapeake, VA

Fire Bureau Facility & Fire Station - Hopewell, VA

Fire Station 1 - Portsmouth, VA

www.RRMM.com

EMS Billing Solutions
The Insight & Expertise You Need
With the support of McKesson’s EMS
revenue cycle management solutions,
your department will receive:
•
•
•
•

Optimized collections
Detailed reporting and department analytics
Interactive department dashboards and scorecards
A dedicated compliance team

For more information or to receive a no-fee ﬁnancial assessment of your department,
contact us at www.mckesson.com/bps/ems or 800.877.0197

OPIOID USE
IN VIRGINIA
OPIOID ADDICTION CRISIS
DECLARED A PUBLIC HEALTH
EMERGENCY IN VIRGINIA

Virginia have led me to agree with Dr. Levine that we are indeed experiencing

Health officials join together to
address growing opioid addiction
crisis in Virginia

and loved ones. While we were enjoying this time with those closest to us,

Governor Terry McAuliffe recently announced that State Health Commissioner

a public health emergency. This declaration helps us respond in a nimble way
to a rapidly changing threat, while the Naloxone standing order from Dr. Levine
broadens our ability to get life-saving medication into Virginians’ hands.”
“The recent holidays offered many of us a chance to spend time with family
hopefully we took stock of their health and well-being,” said Virginia State Health
Commissioner Dr. Marissa Levine. “Too many Virginia families have lost someone
to opioid addiction. These actions today will not diminish their loss, but we owe it
to them and each other to work together, watch out for each other and continue
to combat the seriousness of this crisis.”

Marissa J. Levine, MD, MPH, FAAFP, has declared the Virginia opioid addiction

“Opioid abuse is devastating communities across the Commonwealth, including

crisis a Public Health Emergency.

my home region of the Eastern Shore,” said Lieutenant Governor Ralph Northam.

This declaration comes in response to the growing number of overdoses
attributed to opioid use, and evidence that Carfentanil, a highly dangerous
synthetic opioid used to sedate large animals such as elephants, has made its
way its way into Virginia. A Public Health Emergency is an event, either natural or
manmade, that creates a health risk to the public.
“Too many families across Virginia and the nation are dealing with heartbreak and
loss as a result of prescription opioid and heroin abuse epidemic,” said Governor
McAuliffe. “We cannot stand by while these drugs harm our communities and our
economy. That is why I support Dr. Levine’s decision to declare a public health
emergency, to heighten awareness of this issue, provide a framework for further
actions to fight it, and to save Virginians’ lives.”
In response to the Public Health Emergency, and in partnership with Virginia’s
Board of Pharmacy, Department of Health Professions and Department of
Behavioral Health and Developmental Services, Dr. Levine has issued a standing
order that allows all Virginians to obtain the drug Naloxone, which can be used
to treat narcotic overdoses in emergency situations.

“This is a public health emergency, and I thank Governor McAuliffe and Dr.
Levine for their work creating greater access to Naloxone which will save lives
in moments of crisis. As we move forward, we must continue to address the
challenges of addiction and chronic pain management, including holding
providers accountable for over-prescription.”
“My team and I worked with a bipartisan coalition to expand Naloxone availability
because we knew it could save lives and prevent the tragedy and heartbreak that
too many Virginia families already know,” said Attorney General Mark Herring. “I
really appreciate Governor McAuliffe and Dr. Levine's continued commitment to
addressing the opioid epidemic, especially taking the next step by issuing this
landmark standing order that will make this lifesaving overdose antidote even
more widely available.”
By the end of 2016, the numbers of fatal opioid overdose deaths were expected
to increase by 77 percent, compared to five years ago. In 2014, for the first time
in Virginia, more people died from opioid overdoses than fatal car accidents.
Emergency department visits for heroin overdose for January-September 2016
increased 89 percent, compared to the same nine-month period in 2015. In the

The standing order serves as a prescription written for the general public, rather

first half of 2016, the total number of fatal drug overdoses in Virginia increased 35

than specifically for an individual, removing a barrier to access.

percent, when compared to the same time period in 2015, and in 2013, fatal drug

“As we see the nature of drug addiction shift, from prescription opioids to heroin

overdoses became the number one cause of unnatural death.

and synthetic fentanyl, we must be vigilant and ready to respond quickly,” said

“Pharmacist play an important role in combating opioid addiction,” said Virginia

Secretary of Health and Human Resources Dr. Bill Hazel. “The overdose rates in
24
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Board of Pharmacy Executive Director Caroline D. Juran, RPh. “By allowing
Naloxone to be safely and responsibly issued by pharmacists to anyone in
Virginia, friends and family members of individuals struggling with addiction can

CHIEFS FOUNDATION
AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS

take a much-needed step towards preventing overdoses of loved ones.”
“For far too long, stigmas have plagued addiction struggles. By declaring a

This year, as a part of its Scholarship Program, the Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation

public health emergency, the Commonwealth of Virginia is bringing the opioid

presented nine, Robert E. White Memorial Scholarships to Virginia students

epidemic to the forefront of public discussion,” said Dr. Jack Barber, Interim

who have been accepted into a post-high school educational institution or

Commissioner, the Department of Behavioral Health and Developmental

other program. The awards were presented during the 2017 Virginia Fire Rescue

Services. “It is important that all Virginians learn how to recognize the signs of

Conference held in Virginia Beach.

addiction and be able to help those struggling with addiction to seek care.”

There were six $1,500.00 awards presented. Included were: Carl M. Chandler,

It can be difficult to know what to do when someone close to you is facing

Chesterfield Fire and EMS, Bachelor Degree, Columbia Southern University

addiction, but there are simple things every Virginian can do to help those

(CSU); Lisa Davis, Fauquier County Fire and Rescue, Masters Degree, American

around them:

Military University; Donald R. Epps, Spotsylvania County Fire and EMS, Bachelor

1. Know the signs of addiction and substance use: Signs of recent opioid
use include pinpoint pupils, sleepiness, “nodding” and scratching. Common
signs of addiction include constant money problems; arrests; track marks and
infections from needle use; lying about drug use; irritability and, when drugs

Degree, CSU; Brandon Martin, Fort Belvoir Fire, Bachelors Degree, Fairmont
State University; Robert Washington, Williamsburg Fire Department, Bachelor
Degree, CSU; Rachel Winter, Roanoke City Fire and EMS, Bachelor Degree, Anna
Maria College.

can’t be obtained, physical withdrawal symptoms such as shaking, dilated

Additionally, three $1,000.00 scholarships presented. They included: Carlton M.

pupils, nausea, diarrhea and vomiting.

Embrey, Spotsylvania County Fire and EMS, Associates Degree, CSU; Thomas

2. Talk to your loved ones: If you suspect that your friend or family member is
struggling with addiction and substance use, talk with them. The state’s new

Henry, Williamsburg Fire Department, Associates Degree, CSU; Jason Jenkins,
Fairfax County Fire and Rescue, Leadership Program, Harvard

website VaAware (http://vaaware.com/treatment-recovery/) offers resources

Selection of the award recipients was based on being an active Virginia fire, EMS

on how to best discuss addiction with someone you love.

or emergency management provider, demonstrated need, desire, initiative and

3. Properly dispose of medications: If you have unused, expired or unwanted

potential benefits of the educational opportunity.

medications and need a way to safely dispose of them, you can now get a drug

The scholarship program was first established a number of years ago in memory

disposal bag from your Local Health Department. The bags allow for you to

of Mr. Robert E. White, a citizen of the Commonwealth of Virginia who donated

safely deactivate and dispose of medications in the privacy of your own home.

his money towards the betterment of the Fire Service throughout the state.

Additionally, you may return unwanted prescription drugs for destruction to

The objective of the program is to assist individuals desiring to further their

one of the authorized pharmacies listed at www.dhp.virginia.gov/pharmacy/

education through a variety of opportunities such as college classes, National

destructionsites.asp. Some local law enforcement agencies also collect and

Fire Academy classes, Virginia Fire Chief Association events such as the Virginia

destroy unwanted drugs.

Fire Rescue Conference, the Virginia Fire Officer Academy, certificate programs,

4. Obtain Naloxone: If someone in your life is struggling with opioid addiction,

and other fire & EMS programs or conferences. Individual scholarship awards

visit your local pharmacist to obtain Naloxone and keep it on hand for possible

are made up to $1,500 and can be utilized for any direct expenses such as

overdose emergencies. Naloxone is a medication that can reverse an overdose

registration, tuition, books, meals, lodging and/or transportation.

that is caused by an opioid drug (i.e. prescription pain medication or heroin).
When administered during an overdose, naloxone blocks the effects of opioids

The Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation began awarding scholarships in 2003. Since
that time, 231 scholarships have been awarded totaling nearly $150,000.

on the brain and restores breathing within two to eight minutes. Naloxone has
been used safely by medical professionals for more than 40 years and has only
one function: to reverse the effects of opioids on the brain and respiratory
system in order to prevent death. Family members and friends can access this
medication by obtaining a prescription from their family doctor or by visiting

Applications for the next grant period (January 2017 to July 1, 2018) will be
accepted between September 1, and December 1, 2017. Successful applicants
will be notified by January 1, 2018. Awardees will be recognized at the 2018
Virginia Fire Rescue Conference.

a participating pharmacy that can dispense the drug using the standing order

Applications and eligibility information may be obtained by visiting the VFCA

issued by Dr. Levine. More information on Naloxone can be found at www.

website at www.vfca.us, or by calling or writing the Association or Foundation.

getnaloxonenow.org.

You may reach us by phone at (888) 818-0983.

Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us
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DISTRACTED
DRIVING
BY THE NUMBERS

How to
Arrive alive
Switch your phone to airplane mode. Who doesn’t check texts while waiting
for a light to turn green? Don’t! “When the light changes, it takes the brain about
20 seconds to reorient and focus on the road, “says Atchley
Arm your car with a safety app. Cellcontrol automatically blocks texting and
other actions like hands-free calling, selfies, social media and app use once a car
is moving. The system ($130, cellcontrol.com) isn’t perfect – drivers, like your
teens, can disable it on their phones, for instance (you will be notified). But you
can program it to respond to incoming texts with one that says “(Your name here
is driving and will respond when their trip ends, “ which gently reminds others to
be responsible, too.
Keep your hands off your car’s hands-free features. Cars look more and more
like cockpits, with voice-activated controls and touchscreens that let us dictate
texts and tweets, stream music and even make dinner reservations while we
cruise. “All these distractions add to the cognitive workload on the brain,” says
National Safety Council CEO Deborah Hersman. “And there’s a limit to how much
we can process while we’re driving.”
Listen to book and music. No one’s asking you to suffer in your car in utter

“People know distracted driving is dangerous,” says Paul Atchley, Ph. D, professor
of psychology at the University of Kansas. “They do it anyway because they
believe they’re different, that they can handle it.” But incidents that we see

silence! Music, podcasts and audiobooks are considered relatively low-risk, since
passive listening doesn’t demand much from the brain. So sing and enjoy your
ride – and get there safely.

regularly tell a truer tale. The facts:

1 in 3

collisions is estimated to be linked to cell phone use. Hands-free

talking still quadruples the risk of injury due to a crash, making any kind of phone
use while driving comparable to driving at a .08 blood alcohol level.

50%

of what’s in front of them – that’s how much drivers using cell

phones can fail to see, meaning they may never notice stop signs, traffic signal
changes, pedestrians and other cars.

4.6 seconds

is how long (on average) your eyes leave the

road when you send or receive a text behind the wheel. Doesn’t sound like much,
but at 55 mph, you’ll zoom the entire length of a football field.
So why do we keep texting and chatting while driving? “Cell phones are like
tiny slot machines,“ says David Greenfield, Ph. D., founder of the Center for
Internet and technology Addiction at the University of Connecticut School of
Medicine: “You override rational thinking and check your phone because your
brain anticipates the possible reward of an interesting message – and a hit of the
pleasure chemical dopamine.
Stay safe with the easy tips, opposite – Editor
Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us

Visit to the General Assembly on January 17th. Shown meeting with Delegate
Ben Cline of Rockbridge County, Chiefs Scott Garber, Jay Cullian, Stan Lanford,
Tony McDowell, Pat Dent and Chris Eudailey.
Photo by Jane Hornbeck
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VFCF ANNOUNCES BENEFIT
GOLF TOURNAMENTS FOR 2017
The Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation will be holding three benefit Golf Tournaments around
the Commonwealth in 2017. The proceeds from these events are used to help support the
continuance of the Virginia Fire Officers Academy that is held at the University of Richmond and
to provide scholarships to first responders and/or their immediate family members.

7TH ANNUAL VFCF/SPOTSYLVANIA
Lees Hill Golf Club
6-23-17 @ 1200 Hours
POC – Chris Eudailey – ceudailey@vfca.us or 540-809-9397

2ND ANNUAL VFCF/ROANOKE VALLEY

Hanging Rock Golf Course
10-13-17 @ 1200 Hours
POC - John Prillaman – jprillaman@salemva.gov or 540-375-3080

3RD ANNUAL VFCF/WILLIAMSBURG

Golden Horseshoe Golf Club
9-22-17 @ 1230 hours
POC - Pat Dent – wdent@williamsburgva.gov or 757-220-6220
Additional information can also be found at www.vfca.us. We will be actively seeking sponsors and door prizes for each of these
events. Hope you will share this information through your work and personal contacts. Our 2017 goal is $50,000—with your help
all three events will be successful and our goal will be achieved!

7th Annual
Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation
Golf Tournament
2017
Lees Hill Golf Club
10200 Old Dominion Parkway Fredericksburg, VA 22408
All proceeds benefit the
Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation which provides educational opportunities to fire and emergency services professionals.
Sponsorship Opportunities
Official Title Sponsor - $1,500
Includes full registration for 4 Players
Corporate banner placement on site and at awards ceremony
Signage at designated hole
Title Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program
Gold Sponsor - $1,000 Golf
Includes full registration for 4 Players
Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Signage at designated hole
Gold Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

Cart Sponsor - $500
Company Signage placed in each golf cart
Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

Beverage Cart Sponsor - $250
3 company sponsor signs placed onto beverage cart
Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

Putting Green Sponsor - $300
Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Signage on putting green during event
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

Driving Range Sponsor - $300
Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Signage on driving range during event
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

Hole Sponsor - $125
Custom signage placed on hole
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

Please send the below form with your check for your sponsorship and players to:
Chris Eudailey
10249 Kimlynn Trail, Chesterfield, VA 23838
(540) 809-9397 or ceudailey@vfca.us
$80 per player - Make check payable to: VFCF
Registration & Range Open at: 11:00am

Shotgun Start at: 12:00pm

Format: Captains Choice

Please check off your level of sponsorship
_
 ____ Official Title Sponsor – $1,500
_
 ____ Gold Sponsor – $1,000

_
 ____ Golf Cart Sponsor – $500

_
 ____ Hole Sponsor – $125/ea.

_
 ____ Beverage Cart Sponsor – $250

_
 ____ Driving Range Sponsor - $300

_
 ____ Putting Green Sponsor - $300

_
 ____ Sponsorship – Golf Only= $_______________

_
 ____ Donation only = $ _
 ______________

TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED $ _
 ______________
Sponsor / Contact Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Sponsor Company Name: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: _
 __________________________________ Fax: _
 __________________________________ Email: _
 _______________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Player 1: _
 ___________________________________________________________ Player 2: _
 __________________________________________________________
Player 3: _
 ___________________________________________________________ Player 4: _
 __________________________________________________________
Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us
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Don’t let your POLICIES
put you at RISK

Save time. Save money.
Keep your personnel safe.

Rely on the premier provider of policy
management, policy content and policy training.
Schedule your free demo today.

www.lexipol.com/vfca2017 | info@lexipol.com | 844-312-9500 |

CHIEFS, WATCH YOUR PSI
In the fire academy, we teach recruits about PSI — and how important it is in operating the engine. If the PSI is too
high, the hoseline becomes stiff and difficult to handle, or even fails to deliver an effective fire stream. If the PSI is
too low, the hoseline is easy to handle, but you won’t have enough gpm to put out the fire or you’ll encounter hose
kinking. That’s why we establish standard PSI pressures for various types of nozzles.
But there’s another kind of PSI, one that’s just as important in the fire service but that doesn’t make the academy
curriculum. It’s your Personal Self-Image. This PSI is the mental picture you have of yourself. Maybe you consider
yourself smart, quick-witted or brave (or all three!). Maybe you see yourself as shy or socially awkward. You might
obtain self-worth from being a provider or a friend — or a firefighter. If you’ve been through serious illness, injury or
grief, perhaps you see yourself as a survivor — or a victim. All of that is your PSI.
If you’re pumping a high PSI, you have a positive self-image; you most likely have a lot of confidence in your thoughts
and actions. Conversely, if your PSI is running low, you’ll likely have a negative self-image, making you doubtful of
your capabilities and ideas.
OK chief, that’s all well and good, but what does it have to do with the fire service?
Glad you asked. Understanding how PSI affects our actions and the actions of our fellow firefighters can help us
improve our leadership skills and overall career success. Do you know someone who drives you crazy because
they’re always fishing for compliments and self-promoting when they get them? You might think that person has a
very high PSI. But in fact, individuals with low PSI often self-promote so they can convince themselves and others of
their own value by the feedback they receive from peers, department administration, or even their own children and
spouses. On the surface, these people can seem egotistical, but in fact they lack self-confidence. Knowing that about
them can help you interact with them more effectively.
There’s a positive side to low PSI, however; people with low PSI often work very hard and strive to be high achievers
because they can then get the acclaim of others, in the hope that this acclaim will somehow prove their worth.
Conversely, people who have a very high PSI often do not feel the need to self-promote or prove themselves to
others — that’s generally a positive thing. But if PSI gets too high, it can kill the motivation to push oneself to achieve.
That’s why some people with very high PSI can come off as arrogant and complacent and may in fact be labeled as
underachievers. Their self-image is so high that they just don’t care what you think of them, and they’re not motivated
to work for your approval! Again, knowing this can help you adjust your tactics as a leader.
Like most things in life, the key to PSI lies in finding balance. It’s important to feel positive about yourself, to be
comfortable with who you are and not to feel the need to constantly prove yourself or self-promote. On the other
hand, drawing some of your self-worth from how others perceive you is generally a good thing; it makes you sensitive
to the needs of others and willing to serve. So, how do you know that you’re in balance, that your “pump” is running
smoothly? For me, there are two key factors to consider:
• Your PSI generally matches how others see you. Surprisingly, how you see yourself can be very different from how
the world sees you. Is there someone in your organization that has a high opinion of themselves but is generally
poorly regarded by others? If so, it’s a red flag.
• You can bounce back from negative events. Of course what happens to us in life affects our happiness and
can shape our self-image. But people with balanced PSI operate with consistency; they’re like smooth-running
engines that rev up when additional power is needed but are just as quick to return to idle.
Your PSI has a strong impact on your happiness. If you project a positive PSI, people will be more likely to see you
as an optimistic, capable person and prefer to be around you. If your PSI is throttled too high in efforts of approvalseeking, many will prefer to keep a distance from you.
Just like pumping our rigs and checking that the PSI is set properly (not too high, not too low), it’s important we check
our own PSI. Just as you practice situational awareness on the fireground, make sure you know and constantly check
your PSI around the station and in your personal life. Keeping it set right is safer for yourself and those around you!

About the Author
Sam DiGiovanna is a 33-year fire service veteran. He started with the Los Angeles
County Fire Department, served as Fire Chief at the Monrovia Fire Department and
currently serves as Chief at the Verdugo Fire Academy in Glendale, Calif. He also is a
consultant for Lexipol Fire Services.
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COMING
EVENTS
National
EMS Week
Presented by ACEP in
partnership with the
National Association
of EMT’s.
“EMS Strong: Always
in Service” (NAEMT)
May 21-21, 2017

Arson
Awareness
Week
May 7-13, 2017
“Preventing Arson at
Houses of Worship”

Safety
Stand Down
2017
June 18-24, 2017
This event highlights
critical safety, health
and survival issues
for the fire and
emergency services.
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VFCA Member Advantage
Mission Statement

The Virginia Fire Chiefs Association, (VFCA) serves the communities of Virginia through its fire
service leaders and advances the Fire & Rescue Service through leadership, education and
advocacy.
Member Benefits
Your membership in the Virginia Fire
Chiefs Association makes you a member
of the Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation,
the companion non-profit educational
organization that offers educational
seminars, the Virginia Fire Officer
Academy, the scholarship program and
other such worthy programs. It’s a full
palette of programs and services from
which you can choose those of particular
interest to you, the VFCA member.
1. Career Development
Mid-Atlantic Expo & Symposium
(MAE&S)
The premier fire and emergency services
conference offering a mix of association
business, networking and over 40
educational sessions during the event
The MAE&S is a cost and time efficient
way to sharpen your skills, expand your
knowledge base and broaden your fire
service network.
Virginia Fire Officer Academy
This award winning four-and-a-half-day
program assists fire and emergency
services professionals to move from a
tactical view to a comprehensive strategic
view of fire and emergency services,
operations, personnel safety, and
administration. Participants will enhance
their professional development through a
unique four and one-half day hands-on,
interactive learning experience designed
to provide a better understanding of
the relationship between leadership,
ownership and safety.
Educational Seminars
From broad-based tactical and fire ground

training to more focused programs
such as “Horse Sense” that hones and
prepares officers to lead and manage their
organizations on a day-to-day basis.
2. Information & Idea Exchange
Commonwealth Chief Magazine
Touted as one of the country’s best fire
and emergency services organization
member publications, Commonwealth
Chief magazine puts the latest thinking
and current issues – as well as all you
need to know about your association – in
your hands on a quarterly basis.
Exhibitor Trade Show
The exhibitor show, held in conjunction
with the Annual Conference, presents a
unique opportunity for chiefs, company
officer’s, firefighters and others to spend
quality time with the vendors who provide
the very latest in technology, products
and services utilized by today’s modern
fire service.
VFCA Website at www.vfca.us
Your source for the latest wide-ranging
information about the association and its
activities at your fingertips – 24/7. Register
on-line or download a conference
registration application, peruse the latest
and back issues of Commonwealth Chief
magazine, or obtain LODD information.
VFCA’s website is changing continually
to provide you with the information you
need when you need it!

events or on the Website, you can connect
with the fire chiefs and other fire service
personnel from around the state who share
your concerns, but from a slightly different
perspective.
3. Political Action
Legislative Summit
VFCA leadership plays a leading role in the
Annual Legislative Summit where major
fire/EMS organizations from across the
Commonwealth come together to decide
what legislative issues are important
and relative in today’s ever changing
environment.
Advocacy
Members and leaders take the fire service
story directly to state and federal elected
representatives to work for laws and
regulations that enhance your ability
to provide safe communities. VFCA
appointments to many state boards and
advisory bodies ensure fire and emergency
services input on actions that affect us all.
4. Personal/Family
Accidental Death and Dismemberment
Insurance. Each VFCA member is provided
with AD&D insurance benefits in the event
an unexpected tragedy should strike.

Networking Opportunities
Opportunities occur throughout the year to
learn informally from your peers. At VFCA

Membership Categories
Annual Membership fees
(Check the appropriate category)
q

Active
Career Chief Officer

$75.00

q

Volunteer Chief Officer

$40.00

q

FF & Co. Officer

$40.00

q

Affiliate
$40.00
Individuals in professions allied to
the fire service (such as Sections,
Public Education; Emergency
Services; Technical Rescue or
other areas that not covered under
Active)

q

Corporate
$100.00
Representatives of companies with
an interest in fire prevention, fire
suppression, insurance, or other
fire-service-related products

q

Life or Honorary
$20.00
Individuals who have been
selected to receive Life or
Honorary Membership in the
Association by a vote of the
Executive Board.

(Life or Honorary members receive
complimentary membership. To receive
mailings, the member fee is $20/yr.)

Membership Application

Join today by filling out the membership application and paying online at www.vfca.us or
Mail this application and payment (check payable to VFCA): VFCA • P.O. Box 699 • Blackstone, VA • 23824
Name:________________________________________

Fire

Dept/Organization:

_________________FDID#_________________

Rank/Title: ____________________________________________________Chief Officer: q Yes q No
Address: __________________________________
Phone:

_________________

Fax:

City: _________________

_________________

Email:

Retired:

State: _____________

q

Yes

q

No

Zip: ______________

_________________________________________________

Pay by Credit card: q Visa q Master Card q AMEX q Discover
Credit card #: __________________________________
Name on Card: _________________

Exp. Date: _____________

Security Code: (3digit # on back) ___________

Billing Address if different from above: ____________________________________________

Please check the following:
Register me as one of the following Sections: q Admin. Professionals q Federal/Military q Company Officer q None
DFP Division: q 1 q 2 q 3 q 4 q 5 q 6 q 7

Type of Department: q Volunteer q Career q Combination

If you have questions concerning this application and/or membership status, contact VFCA Member Services at (888) 818-0983 or email memberservices@vfca.us

Virginia Fire Chiefs Association, Inc.
PO Box 699
Blackstone, VA 23824
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